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Abstract.
Most existing theoretical models of photodynamic therapy (PDT) assume a uniform
initial distribution of the photosensitive molecule, Protoporphyrin IX (PpIX). This is
an adequate assumption when the prodrug is systematically administered; however for
topical PDT this is no longer a valid assumption. Topical application and subsequent
diffusion of the prodrug results in an inhomogeneous distribution of PpIX, especially
after short incubation times, prior to light illumination. In this work a theoretical
simulation of PDT where the PpIX distribution depends on the incubation time
and the treatment modality is described. Three steps of the PpIX production are
considered. The first is the distribution of the topically applied prodrug, the second
in the conversion from the prodrug to PpIX and the third is the light distribution
which affects the PpIX distribution through photobleaching. The light distribution is
modelled using a Monte Carlo radiation transfer model and indicates treatment depths
of around 2 mm during daylight PDT and approximately 3 mm during conventional
PDT. The results suggest that treatment depths are not only limited by the light
penetration but also by the PpIX distribution.
1. Introduction
Photodynamic therapy (PDT) is a non-invasive light based therapy used for treating
superficial skin lesions such as Aktinic Keratosis (AK) and Basal Cell Carcinoma (BCC).
The combination of light, a photosensitive molecule and oxygen results in selective
tissue destruction through the production of singlet oxygen (Wilson and Patterson,
2008). The photosensitive molecule Protoporphyrin IX (PpIX) is produced as a result
of a topically applied prodrug, which diffuses into the skin. For topically applied
PDT it is common to use precursors to the photosensitive molecule Porotporphyrin
IX (PpIX) such as the naturally occurring amino acid 5-Aminolevulinenic acid (ALA)
2or its methyl ester methyl aminolevulinate (MAL). The distribution of this prodrug and
thereby the concentration of PpIX will depend on the distance from the surface and
the total time since application. For topical PDT it is therefore important to include
this inhomogeneous distribution (in the vertical plane) of the photosensitiser (Svaasand
et al., 1996; van den Akker et al., 2000). This results in a more accurate dosimetry model
compared to when the initial distribution of PpIX is assumed to be uniform (Campbell
et al., 2015).
When choosing an appropriate light source for PDT there are several aspects
to consider. Firstly, the wavelengths have to match the absorption bands of the
photosensitiser so that a sufficient amount of singlet oxygen is produced. The
illumination area has to be sufficient to treat the selected region and the irradiation has
to be high enough to provide a good treatment response, whereas the irradiance has to be
low enough to reduce the experienced pain. A typical light source used for conventional
PDT is the Akilite (Photocure ASA, Hoffsveien, N-0377 Oslo, Norway) which is a red
LED based light source (Moseley, 2005). This treatment modality is typically associated
with pain during light illumination (Castano et al., 2004). An alternative treatment
modality is daylight PDT, where daylight is used as the alternative therapeutic light
source. This has been shown to result in a high response rate, a reduced experienced
pain and the preferred choice of treatment from the patient’s point of view (Wiegell
et al., 2008, 2012, 2013, 2011). In the work presented here both conventional PDT as
well as daylight PDT are considered.
During conventional PDT, the prodrug (containing either ALA or MAL) is topically
administered to the lesion 3 hours before the light illumination. During this occlusive
treatment phase, the prodrug diffuses through the skin and is subsequently converted
within the mitochondria of the tumour cells to the photosensitive chemical PpIX
(Wachowska et al., 2011; Donnelly et al., 2007; Aalders et al., 2001; Donnelly et al.,
2005). For daylight PDT however this occlusive treatment phase is typically (only) 30
minutes (Morton et al., 2015).
To our knowledge there have been no theoretical investigations of PDT which
takes into consideration these different treatment modalities. This paper introduces a
Monte Carlo radiation transfer (MCRT) model of PDT where the temporal and spatial
dependence of the PpIX production is considered. Previous studies have considered
topical application of the prodrug to theoretically determine the distribution of the
PpIX after the occlusive treatment phase. These different studies have used slightly
different approaches (Svaasand et al., 1996; Star et al., 2002; Salas-Garc´ıa et al., 2012;
Salas-Garc´ıa et al., 2014). The study by Star et al included the most complicated
conversion model between the prodrug and the PpIX, however a maximum penetration
depth of 0.5 mm was assumed. This contradicts other studies where a deeper penetration
is indicated (Casas et al., 2000; Donnelly et al., 2007; Malik et al., 1995; Juzenas et al.,
2009; Naghavi et al., 2011).
By combining both the PpIX production model with the MCRT model both light
penetration limitations and drug penetration limitations can be explored. This results
3in more appropriate representation of PDT for the different treatment conditions. The
developed model invites discussion regarding the appropriateness of the length of the
occlusive treatment phases and the effect of prolonged daylight exposure.
2. Methods
The production of PpIX as a result of topical administration of a prodrug is a complex
procedure with multiple steps. The model presented here contains what is believed to
be the most relevant parameters, thus reducing the number of required assumptions and
approximations. The model is primarily based on basic molecular diffusion theory in
combination with a simple rate equation. A one dimensional case was considered where
the concentration of PpIX was assumed to only vary in the vertical direction (from
the surface of the tissue). Firstly, the MCRT model will be described followed by an
explanation of the PpIX production model.
2.1. Monte Carlo radiation transfer modelling
MCRT modelling is a numerical technique which utilises the probabilistic nature of
the photon interactions to simulate the transport, scattering and absorption of light
within scattering media. By tracking photons through their random walk, important
information about the energy deposition and light distribution within the simulation
volume during illumination can be generated. The code that was used throughout this
work was developed from a publicly available FORTRAN code (Wood, 2013; Wood
and R. J. Reynolds, 1999) which was originally developed for astronomy applications.
The code has subsequently been adapted for simulating PDT and has been extensively
validated (Campbell et al., 2015; Valentine et al., 2011).
The code simulates the propagation of photons through a three dimensional (3D)
Cartesian grid containing 106 voxels. The dimensions of the simulation region were
10 mm×10 mm×10 mm and a cylindrical tumour region was placed in the centre of the
grid with a diameter of 6 mm and a depth of 10 mm. The simulated photons were given
an initial direction and wavelength and were launched from the surface of the grid such
that the surface was evenly illuminated. The photons were subsequently tracked until
they were either absorbed of scattered out of the simulation region. Repeated boundary
conditions were adopted to simulate a semi-infinite tissue slab.
The scattering and absorption events are determined by the optical properties
within each individual voxel. When a photon reaches an interaction location, the
probability of the photon being scattered is determined by the albedo which is defined
as,
a =
µs(λ)
µs(λ) + µa(λ)
(1)
where µs(λ) and µa(λ) corresponds to the wavelength dependent scattering and
absorption coefficients associated with the skin tissue. The optical properties of the
4skin tissue adopted in this work are the same as those used in previous work (Campbell
et al., 2015; Yudovsky and Pilon, 2011; Salomatina et al., 2006). When adding a non-
uniform distribution of PpIX, the optical absorption properties associated with the PpIX
will also be non-uniform and vary with PpIX concentration. The absorption coefficient
for PpIX will depend on the local number density of PpIX molecule such that,
µaPpIX(λ) = nPpIXσPpIX(λ) (2)
where nPpIX is the number density of PpIX molecules (cm
−3) and σPpIX(λ) is the
wavelength dependent PpIX cross section (cm2) shown in figure 1.
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Figure 1: PpIX cross section as a function of wavelength. The absorption coefficient
is generated by multiplying the cross section (displayed in the figure) with the PpIX
number density of PpIX molecules present in each voxel (Salas-Garc´ıa et al., 2012).
If the photon is scattered as a result of an interaction event the new angular
scattering direction is determined by the Henyey-Greenstein phase function (HG(θ))
(Henyey and Greenstein, 1941).
HG(θ) =
1
4pi
1− g2
(1 + g2 − 2gcosθ)3/2 (3)
where θ is the scattering angle and g is the anisotropy factor which describes the
nature of the scattering. g can take values in the range −1 ≤ g ≤ 1, where g =
0 corresponds to isotropic scattering. In skin tissue, the scattering is predominantly
forward scattering (g > 0). In the work presented here the wavelength dependent
anisotropy factor g(λ) = 0.62 + 0.29× 10−3λ (with λ in nm) was adopted (Van Gemert
5et al., 1989). The refractive index was assumed to be uinform throughout the skin
tissue (n = 1.38) and Fresnel equations were adopted to determine the reflectance and
refraction at the air/tissue interface.
2.2. Prodrug diffusion
The first step is to consider the diffusion of the prodrug since this dictates the
distribution of PpIX molecules. Molecular diffusion, where molecules diffuse from a
region of high concentration to a region of lower concentration is described by Fick’s
first law,
J = −D∂M(z, t)
∂z
(4)
where J corresponds to the flux vector which describes the flow of substance
(molecules) through a unit area per unit time (m−2s−1). The magnitude of J is
proportional to the gradient of the concentration M(z,t) (m−3). In this case, M(z,t)
corresponds to the number density of MAL molecules. D (m2 s−1 ) is the diffusivity,
or diffusion coefficient, which describes the speed at which a substance diffuses through
another substance.
By applying the continuity equation for mass conservation (Svaasand et al., 1996),
∂J
∂z
+
∂M(z, t)
∂t
= 0 (5)
and combining with equation 4, the equation that describes how M(z,t) changes
with time is,
∂M(z, t)
∂t
= D
∂2M(z, t)
∂z2
(6)
By assuming that the initial concentration, M0 is introduced at t=0 and z=0, and
thereafter kept constant at M0 the following solution satisfies equation 6 (Crank, 1975):
M(z, t) = M0(1− erf
(
z√
4Dt
)
) (7)
where the gaussian error function (erf) is defined as
erf(u) =
2√
pi
∫ u
0
e−t
2
dt (8)
This boundary condition was assumed due to the excess cream still present on
the lesion after 3 hours of occlusive treatment, acting as a reservoir and thus the
concentration of MAL (or ALA) molecules could be kept constant at the surface. Since
the diffusion problem described here can be compared to a plane source with an extended
initial distribution, the standard solution (equation 7) was believed to be an appropriate
description of the prodrug diffusion. Similar assumptions have previously been argued
for and applied in other studies where similar models were developed such as (Crank,
1975; Star et al., 2002; Svaasand et al., 1996; Salas-Garc´ıa et al., 2012; Salas-Garc´ıa
6et al., 2014). A diffusion barrier is not considered in the presented model since these
properties are to our knowledge not well characterised. It is believed that the diffusion
barrier in a tumour region is reduced compared to healthy skin (Svaasand et al., 1996).
In combination with a light curettage of the surface of the skin it is assumed, for the
purpose of this study, that the diffusion barrier does not affect the diffusion of the
cream. A reduced concentration of the prodrug at the upper part of the skin compared
to previous studies is however assumed. We acknowledge that this is a crude
approximation and that the concentration of prodrug at the upper part of
the skin will only reach its maximum value after some time. However, we
believe that for the purpose of this paper this assumption is sufficient. Future
work should investigate the diffusion barrier of skin further.
2.3. PpIX production
PpIX is produced from ALA molecules. In the work presented here a prodrug containing
MAL molecules was considered, however the conversion from MAL to ALA was not
separately included and only the conversion from MAL to PpIX was considered in the
equation describing the production of PpIX. The rate equation is expressed as follows
(Svaasand et al., 1996; Star et al., 2002),
∂P (z, t)
∂t
= −P (z, t)
τp
+ εp
M(z, t)
τap
(9)
Equation 9 includes the two main features that contribute to the resulting
concentration of PpIX. The source term in the equation (term furthest to the right)
corresponds to the conversion from MAL molecules to PpIX molecules. This depends
on the distribution of MAL molecules, M(z,t), the yield, εp, which determines the
proportion of MAL molecules being converted to PpIX, as well as the relaxation time,
τap. The relaxation time, τap determines how fast this conversion happens and is defined
as the time it takes for the concentration (M(z,t)) to reduce to 1/e (37 %) of its original
concentration due to PpIX production. The sink in this equation is the first term to the
right of the equal sign. This term corresponds to the clearance of the PpIX (mostly due
to heme production). The rate at which the clearance mechanism happens is dictated
by the relaxation time, τp.
The solution to equation 9 is (Svaasand et al., 1996) to be ,
P (z, t) =
εp
τap
∫ t
0
e
− t−t′
τp M(z, t′)dt′ =
M0εp
τap
∫ t
0
e
− t−t′
τp (1−erf
(
z√
4Dt′
)
)dt′(10)
To establish the resulting PpIX concentration due to the PpIX production model,
the parameters M0, εp, τap, τp and D have to be established. The parameters used for the
work presented here were taken from the literature and are summarised in table 1. The
initial cream concentration M0 was chosen such that it lies between two extremes. In
previous publications the initial uniform concentration of PpIX has been assumed to be
around 1014 cm−3 (Campbell et al., 2015), while work by Salas Garcia et al has suggested
7an initial concentration of MAL molecules to be around 1020 cm−3 (Salas-Garc´ıa et al.,
2012). For this reason a value of 6 × 1016 MAL molecules per cubic centimetre was
chosen for the present study. Even though the concentration of the cream has been
reported to be of the orders of 1020 cm−3 it is assumed that a diffusion barrier reduced
the amount of cream passing through it. Hence it is assumed that 6× 1016 cm−3 is the
concentration of MAL molecules in the top layer of the skin.
Table 1: Parameters used to determine the PpIX production
Parameter value
M0 [cm
−3] 6× 1016
εp 0.5 (Salas-Garc´ıa et al., 2012)
τap [s] 8640 (Star et al., 2002)
τp [s] 4680 (Star et al., 2002)
D [m2 s−1] 0.69× 10−10 (Salas-Garc´ıa et al., 2012; Svaasand et al., 1996)
2.4. Photobleaching
The equation described above does not include any light interaction and only considers
the production of PpIX. When PpIX interacts with light, the concentration of PpIX
molecules reduces with time due to photobleaching. This type of reduction of
concentration was considered within the MCRT model but was however not included
in the rate equation (equation 9). Therefore it was assumed that the concentration
reduction due to photobleaching did not affect the diffusion of the prodrug molecules
or the production of PpIX. The photobleaching is assumed to only depend on the
fluence rate as well as the initial PpIX concentration (Jacques et al., 1993; Farrell et al.,
1998; Robinson et al., 1998; Valentine et al., 2011; Jongen and Sterenborg, 1997). The
photobleaching adopted in the work here was expressed using the following equation,
C(x, y, z, t) = C0(x, y, z)e
−ψ(x,y,z)t/β(λ) (11)
where C(x, y, z, t) is the local time dependent PpIX concentration, C0(x, y, z)
corresponds to the distribution of PpIX which depends on equation 10 as well as the
different treatment modalities (see section 2.5). ψ(x, y, z) is the local fluence rate in
W cm−2 which is computed within the MCRT model. The wavelengths dependent
photobleaching dose constant, β(λ) is defined as,
β(λ) = β(630)
µaPpIX(630)
µaPpIX(λ)
630
λ
(12)
Here µaPpIX(630) is the absorption coefficient of PpIX at 630 nm and β(630) is
the photobleaching constant at 630 nm which has previously been determined to be 14
J cm−2 (Valentine et al., 2011). λ is the wavelength (in nm) of the simulated photon
and µaPpIX is the absorption coefficient of PpIX at that wavelength. The photobleaching
8was considered within the MCRT code by introducing an iterative time dynamic where
5 × 106 photons were launched during each time step. At the end of each time step
the PpIX concentration was updated prior to launching a new set of photons. This
number of photons (5 × 106) was implemented to ensure that a good signal to noise
ratio was achieved within a reasonable simulation time. The number of time steps
varied depending on the light condition that was simulated since these corresponded to
different simulated treatment times. Since the majority of the interaction occurs at the
start of the treatment, the time steps were assumed to be shorter at the start of the
simulated treatment.
2.5. Different treatment modalities
During the occlusive treatment phase of conventional PDT the region of interest is
covered with an occlusive dressing. Before the light irradiation the dressing, and any
excess cream, is removed from the lesion. When daylight is used as the alternative light
source there is no occlusive dressing applied and any excess cream is left on the lesion
for the duration of the treatment. Since the amount of exposure will be different for
different patients during daylight PDT, for the work presented here it was assumed that
the occlusive treatment phase during daylight PDT was similar to conventional PDT.
The differences between the two treatment modalities that are simulated are
summarised in table 2. The most important difference is the continued accumulation and
production of PpIX during the light treatment for daylight PDT. While the production
of PpIX is assumed to be interrupted as the cream is removed prior to illumination
during conventional PDT. This is motivated by the short illumination time (15 minutes)
relative to the long occlusion (3 hours). These differences have to be considered when
determining the photobleaching discussed above. For each time iteration the initial
concentration in equation 11 has to be updated during daylight PDT since the PpIX is
assumed to continue to be produced. For this reason the concentration reduction due
to photobleaching as well as the concentration increase due to PpIX production have to
be considered during each time iteration.
Table 2: Description of the different treatment modalities where the PpIX is assumed to
continue to buildup during the light interaction phase of the treatment during daylight
PDT but not during conventional PDT. These properties are based on established
clinical practice (Morton et al., 2015).
Concept Conventional PDT Daylight PDT
Occlusive treatment, no light 3 hours 30 minutes
PpIX build up during illumination NO YES
Photobleaching during illumination YES YES
92.6. Light sources
In the MCRT model, the incident wavelengths are sampled such that the probability
distribution of the irradiance, and therefore the light spectra of the different light sources
are reproduced. The light spectra used to simulate both conventional PDT and daylight
PDT are shown in figure 2. The light source that is used to simulate conventional
PDT is the Aktilite and the total irradiance for this light source was assumed to be
82 mW cm−2. To simulate daylight PDT, both the direct and diffuse components are
included since this allows for different weather conditions to be simulated. For daylight
during clear conditions it was assumed that 80% of the total illumination was direct
daylight while 20% was diffuse daylight with a total irradiance of 41 mW cm−2. During
overcast condition the total illumination was assumed to contain 100% diffuse daylight
with a total irradiance of 8 mWc˙m−2.
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Figure 2: Figure showing the spectra included in the theoretical model. a) Light spectra
of both the direct and diffuse component of Daylight (Bird and Riordan, 1986). b) Light
spectrum of the Aktilite (Moseley, 2005), which is the typical light source simulated for
conventional PDT.
These different light conditions were used to simulate different PDT treatment
conditions. Our model was used to determine the photodynamic dose (PDD) for these
different treatment conditions where the PDD is defined as the number of absorbed
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photons, by the photosensitiser (PpIX), per unit volume (Farrell et al., 1998). Here
we adopt a toxic threshold as an approximation of the number of required absorption
events to achieve an effective treatment outcome. The value for the toxic threshold of
8.6×1017 photons cm−3 was adopted for illustrative purposes. This value has previously
been determined from measurements of Photofrin in liver tissue (Patterson et al., 1990).
3. Results
To demonstrate the build up of PpIX during the occlusive treatment phase (excluding
any light interaction) figure 3 shows the depth dependent concentration of PpIX after 30
min, 60 min and 180 min of occlusive treatment. The model successfully demonstrates
the increase in PpIX concentration with depth for prolonged incubation time.
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Figure 3: Figure showing the number density of PpIX molecules as a function of depth
as it builds up with time. Three different incubation times (30 min (solid), 1 hour
(dashed) and 3 hours (dotted)) are represented. This assumes no light interaction
during the production of PpIX. The incubation times are measured from the time of
drug application where an increased incubation time allows the concentration of PpIX
molecules to build up for longer.
As previously mentioned during the light interaction phase of conventional PDT,
it was assumed that there was no further production of PpIX. For this reason the
concentration of PpIX was assumed to only be affected by the concentration reduction
caused by photobleaching. However during daylight PDT the level of PpIX was not
only reduced due to photobleaching but the PpIX was also assumed to continue to be
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produced. The concentration of PpIX at different time points during illumination is
demonstrated in figure 4. The different time points are represented by light dose, where
the same light doses (10, 20, 40 and 75 J cm−2) are compared for the different light
conditions. The light dose is defined as the irradiance of the light source multiplied by
the total treatment time. Here the irradiance of daylight is defined over the wavelength
range 350 - 700 nm. Both daylight during clear and overcast conditions are represented
as well as the illumination by the Aktilite. For daylight PDT, PpIX is produced during
the light treatment which generated a different reduction compared to the conventional
PDT situation. Daylight PDT during overcast conditions resulted in overall larger
concentrations of PpIX within the tumour tissue compared to treatment during clear
conditions. This is due to the the prolonged treatment time required to deliver the total
light dose of 75 J cm−2 during overcast conditions, allowing more PpIX molecules to be
produced within the tumour tissue.
Figure 4: Representation of the change in the PpIX distribution during the light
treatment. Three different light conditions were compared where a) demonstrates
conventional PDT where the Aktilite was used as the illuminating light source assuming
an occlusion of 3 hours and an irradiance of 82 mW cm−2, b) demonstrates daylight PDT
during clear weather conditions (30 min of occlusion and irradiance of 41 mW cm−2)
and c) demonstrates daylight PDT during overcast conditions (30 min of occlusion and
irradiance of 8 mW cm−2).
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Figure 5 demonstrates the photodynamic dose for the three different treatment
conditions after a total delivered light dose corresponding to 75 J cm−2 (Valentine et al.,
2011). The photodynamic dose is defined as the number of absorbed photons per cubic
centimeter by the photosensitiser. This is a typical light dose delivered for conventional
PDT treatments and is therefore the treatment light dose that is compared. The figure
shows that the simulated treatment depth is not only dependent on the light penetration
but also on the depth dependent production of PpIX.
For daylight PDT during clear conditions different incubation times were explored.
Occlusive treatment phases of length 0 min, 30 min and 60 min were compared and the
results are shown in figure 6. By allowing the PpIX to build up for a longer period of
time prior to treatment, a deeper treatment is achieved.
4. Discussion
The different parameters associated with the PpIX production model such as the
different relaxation times, diffusion coefficient and initial concentrates, are vital to
accurately represent the distribution of PpIX within the tumour tissue. The values
used for the relaxation times agree with studies published by Star et al and Aalders et
al (Star et al., 2002; Aalders et al., 2001). Other studies suggest considerably different
values for the relaxation time. Salas Garcia et al suggested that τp = 84 ms and τap
= 24 h (Salas-Garc´ıa et al., 2012; Salas-Garc´ıa et al., 2014). These can be argued to
be unrealistic, especially since 84 ms is the non-radiative relaxation time of the PpIX
molecule (Jime´nez Pe´rez et al., 2008). Further studies are required to enable accurate
determination of the parameters adopted in this model.
For the adopted parameters, the resulting achieved effective treatment depth for
conventional PDT is comparable to those achieved when assuming an uniform initial
distribution of PpIX (Campbell et al., 2015). The results presented here (under the
stated assumptions) suggest that when simulating conventional PDT an uniform initial
distribution of PpIX is not an unreasonable assumption for the conditions presented
here. This will however strongly depend on the initial concentration and
toxic threshold that is assumed. When simulating daylight PDT the work presented
here suggests a larger dependence on the PpIX production. When assuming an initial
uniform distribution of PpIX, clear weather conditions indicates a deeper simulated
treatment compared to cloudy weather conditions. For the case presented here, assuming
the same light dose, the cloudy conditions indicates a deeper simulated treatment
compared to the clear conditions. This is explained by the prolonged treatment required
during cloudy conditions to reach the light dose of 75 J cm−2, which subsequently allows
for additional PpIX production.
The sensitivity of the parameters in equation 10 were explored by increasing and
decreasing their value in relation to the set of parameters adopted here. A reduced
and increased value of ε0M0
τap
results in a concentration profile of the PpIX that is scaled
linearly. For an adjusted τp, the concentration profile is not scaled linearly due to
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Figure 5: Photodynamic dose (PDD) as a function of depth for conventional PDT
(Aktilie, solid) compared to daylight PDT during clear conditions (dashed) and overcast
conditions (dotted). The PDD after a total delivered light dose of 75 J cm−2 is
represented. The horizontal line corresponds to the toxic threshold which is an
approximation of the number of photons required to be absorbed by the PpIX to achieve
an effective treatment.
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Figure 6: Photodynamic dose (PDD) as a function of depth for three different initial
starting points after a total delivered light dose of 75 J cm−2 for daylight PDT (clear
conditions). The occlusive treatment times of 0 min (solid), 30 min (dotted) and 60 min
(dashed) are compared.The horizontal line corresponds to the toxic threshold.
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the nature of equation 10. Hence a reduced τp has a lager effect on the PpIX
distribution and thereby the treatment depth compared to an increased taup.
For example, if taup was reduced by a factor of 100, the resulting treatment
depth (assuming the toxic threshold adopted here) would be reduced by
approximately 0.5 mm. If taup was increased by the same factor however,
the resulting treatment depth would not be greatly affected. A reduced
diffusion coefficient results in slow and shallow distribution of PpIX and an increased
diffusion coefficient results in a more uniform distribution of PpIX due to the faster
diffusion of the prodrug This consequently has the same effect on the effective
treatment depth. Adjusted parameters results in different concentration profiles of
PpIX which subsequently affects the effective treatment depth. Hence the treatment is
not only limited by light penetration but is also strongly affected by the distribution
and production of PpIX within the skin tissue.
The model presented here includes only the most important steps in the PpIX
production dynamic however there are clearly other aspects that could be considered
in future studies. These include the assumption that the PpIX did not diffuse from
the location where it is produced. It was also assumed that the location of the PpIX
within the cell did not change with time and thereby affect the treatment outcome.
Additionally it was also assumed that the concentration gradient of MAL molecules was
not affected by the production of PpIX or the photobleaching. It was also assumed that
the light penetration was not affected by the presence of the cream on the surface of the
lesion during daylight PDT. These, as well as the permeability of the cream through
skin tissue, are aspects of the models that for future developments should be considered.
The oxygen depletion during PDT was not considered and an unlimited oxygen supply
was assumed. It can be argued that the oxygen depletion during treatment will result
in a reduced production of PpIX. However, since the reduction of oxygen during PDT
is poorly understood, we have chosen to assume an unlimited supply.
The results from the study suggest that if PpIX is being produced during the full
daylight treatment, an extended treatment is to be recommended. A longer treatment,
during lower light intensities will allow deeper situated PpIX and therefore a possible
deeper treatment. However, when only considering superficial lesions (Fitzmaurice and
Eisen, 2016), a shorter treatment and thereby a more superficial effective treatment
could be sufficient for a successful result.
The diffusion model presented here is a major step forward towards a more accurate
representation of different treatment modalities. By adopting reasonable values for
the PpIX production parameters (C0, εp, τap, τp and D) the model indicates that the
treatment depth is not only limited by the penetration of light but also by the drug
diffusion and PpIX production rate. These are important factors to consider when
calculating and optimising PDT dosimetry. Our results highlight that when considering
daylight PDT is it important to consider these aspects of the treatment.
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5. Conclusion
The incubation time associated with different treatment modalities results in different
initial distributions of the photosensitive molecule PpIX. A non-uniform distribution
of PpIX was investigated where a model was developed which depends on both the
distance from the surface as well as the time passed since prodrug application. The
results from the model suggest that treatment depths associated with PDT are not only
limited by the penetration of the light but also by the penetration of the prodrug as well
as the production of PpIX. Even though further investigation is required to establish
the distribution parameters, the work presented here is a significant step towards more
accurate theoretical predictions of PDT during different treatment conditions. Including
a time dependent PpIX production model is key in driving the theoretical simulation of
light based therapies forward.
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